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Anchor types
Most anchors can be classified

as one of three types:

! Natural anchors – trees,
boulders, spikes, flakes, threads,
chock stones
! In-situ anchors – threads,
stakes, pegs, bolts
! Placed anchors – nuts, pegs,
stakes

Natural anchors
Natural anchors are usually the

easiest to identify and utilise and
can give considerable holding
power. However, care must be
taken to ensure that the anchor
and the surrounding ground are
stable.

In-situ anchors
In-situ anchors are quick and

easy to use, but are often of
indeterminable quality. Initial
placement may have been poor.
Metallic equipment is subject to
corrosion. Tape and rope slings
are subject to ultraviolet
degradation and chafing. The
history of the anchor is unknown
and whilst the anchor may appear

to be perfectly sound, all these
aspects may be present.

Placed anchors
Placed anchors are useful when

suitable natural anchors are hard
to come by. However, an
assortment of equipment is
required to best utilise the
placements available. Their
security relies on the experience of
the individual placing them in
addition to the solidity of the
placement itself. Potential holding
power may be limited to the
holding power of the equipment,
regardless of how solid the
placement.

Testing anchors
Solid anchors that give a high

degree of confidence in their
holding power are usually easy to
identify. The same applies to
anchors that are clearly poor. Most
anchors will fall between these
extremes and good judgement is
required to ensure the resulting
belay is sufficiently secure for the
loads that may be applied to it.

Testing an anchor may go some

way to increase the confidence in
the anchor, or identify a poor
placement.

Looking
Look at the anchor or placement

and assess the solidity of the
surrounding area. Are there
fracture lines at the base of a rock
spike? Is the boulder perched?
Does the tree have an extensive
root system? Is the nut placement
flared? Is the rock type soft and
brittle?

Feeling
Feel the anchor or placement

with hands and/or feet. Kick a
boulder with a hand placed on it to
see or feel if it moves. Thump the
rock around a nut placement,
does it sound hollow? Are the
edges of a thread sharp?

Testing
Test the anchor by applying a

sharp pull in the direction of
loading. Does the anchor move?
Does it fail completely? Does the
anchor move if shaken or twisted?
Can the anchor withstand loading
in other directions?

Anchor selection for mountain rescue
by Craig Palmer Penrith MRT (with help from Penrith MRT members)

The selection and implementation of suitable anchors requires:

! An in-depth understanding of the use and limitations of the equipment. 
! The ability to assess the natural environment to which it is applied. 
! Balanced risk assessment.
! These skills cannot be acquired during the limited time available during
team training.
! The selection and implementation of suitable anchors should only be
undertaken by team members with the appropriate skill level.
! No system should be loaded until a mountain rescue team member
with the appropriate skill level has checked the anchors.
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Understanding
Understand how the anchor is to

be used and what forces might be
applied to it. How big are the loads
the anchor could receive and can
it withstand them? Are the forces
static or dynamic and can the
anchor cope with both? Is the
anchor part of a group of anchors?
What if one of them fails?

Anchors for belays
When selecting and connecting

anchors for belays, three elements
are required to maximise the
security of the belay.

Equal loading
The load on a belay can be

shared equally between anchors

by ensuring the tension in each
section of rigging rope between
the anchors and the belay point is
equal.

Independently tied off
By ensuring the connection

between the anchor and the belay
point is independent, the risk of a
shock load on the remaining
anchors should one anchor fail is
minimised.

Angle between
anchors 60º or less

The total angle between anchors
when connected to the belay point
should not be greater than 60º.
This also applies to slings or rope
loops making up anchors.

Anchor selection for mountain rescue

The decision to use a multiple
anchor belay utilising two anchors
should be made by the Crag Master
in consultation with appropriately
skilled team members as required.

The position of the belay point
should be as agreed with the Crag
Master.

Appropriately skilled team
members should only undertake

the selection and implementation
of suitable anchors.

Tie a double figure of eight
and stopper knot into the end
of the rigging rope and attach
to Anchor 1 with a large
screw gate karabiner.

Run out the rigging rope from
Anchor 1 to the belay point,
then back to Anchor 2.

Attach the rigging rope to
Anchor 2 with a large screw
gate karabiner, but do not tie
a knot at this stage.

With one team member at
the belay point and one at
Anchor 2, adjust the system
so that the loop of rigging
rope at the belay point is in
the required position and the
system is free of slack.

1
2
3
4

Belay point

<60º

Rigging a multiple anchor belay – two anchors
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Anchor selection for mountain rescue

Take a bight of rigging rope
at Anchor 2, 50cm beyond
the large screw gate karabiner
and tie a double figure of
eight knot. If the tail of the
rigging rope is less than 1m
in length, tie a stopper knot.

Attach the double figure of
eight knot to the large screw
gate karabiner at Anchor 2.

Apply tension in the proposed
direction of the lower to the
loop of rigging rope at the belay
point and tie an overhand knot.

Where the rigging rope passes
over sharp edges, place a
rope protector around the
rigging rope and tie off as
required to prevent slippage.

Ensure an additional team
member prior to loading
checks the system
independently.

Where possible, arrange
the large screw gate
karabiners such that the
gate of the karabiner is
uppermost, and the
locking sleeve tightens
towards the belay point.
Ensure the locking sleeves
are closed finger tight.

The decision to use a multiple
anchor belay utilising three or more
anchors should be made by the
Crag Master in consultation with
appropriately skilled team members
as required.

The position of the belay point
should be as agreed with the Crag
Master.

Appropriately skilled team
members should only undertake
the selection and implementation
of suitable anchors.

Tie a double figure of eight
and stopper knot into the end
of the rigging rope and attach
to Anchor 1 with a large
screw gate karabiner.

Run out the rigging rope from
Anchor 1 to the belay point,
then back to Anchor 2.

Attach the rigging rope to
Anchor 2 with a large screw
gate karabiner, but do not tie
a knot.

Run out the rigging rope from
Anchor 2 to the belay point,
then back to Anchor 3.

5

1
2
3
4

6
7
8

9
10

Belay point

Rigging a multiple anchor belay – three or more anchors
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Anchor selection for mountain rescue

Attach the rigging rope to
Anchor 3 with a large screw
gate karabiner, but do not tie
a knot at this stage.

With one team member at
the belay point and one at
Anchor 3, adjust the system
so that the loops of rigging
rope at the belay point are in
the required position and the
system is free of slack.

Take a bight of rigging rope
at Anchor 3, 1m beyond the
large screw gate karabiner
and tie a double figure of
eight knot. If the tail of the
rigging rope is less than 1m
in length, tie a stopper knot.

Attach the double figure of
eight knot to the large screw
gate karabiner at Anchor 3.

Apply tension in the proposed
direction of the lower to the
loops of rigging rope at the
belay point and tie an
overhand knot.

Where the rigging rope
passes over sharp edges,
place a rope protector
around the rigging rope
and tie off as required to
prevent slippage.

Ensure an additional team
member, prior to loading,
checks the system
independently.

Where possible, arrange
the large screw gate
karabiners such that the
gate of the karabiner is
uppermost, and the
locking sleeve tightens
towards the belay point.
Ensure the locking sleeves
are closed finger tight.

Where more than three
anchors are to be used,
repeat Steps 2 and 3 and
take an additional 50cm of
rigging rope in Step 7 for
each additional anchor.

5
6

7

8
9
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11
12

13

Where a single 20m length of
rigging rope is not long enough to
connect the selected anchors, an
additional 20m length of rigging
rope should be used.

Join the ends of each rigging
rope with a double
fisherman’s with reef knot.

Ensure the double
fisherman’s with reef knot is
tied at a point along the
rigging rope such that it does
not interfere with either the
anchors or the belay point.

Construct the multiple anchor
belay as described
previously.1 2

Rigging a multiple anchor belay – additional skills
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Anchor selection for mountain rescue

Where an anchor of a multiple
anchor belay requires the use of
the rigging rope to construct it 
(eg. a loop of rope around a large
boulder or tree) a rethreaded
figure of eight and stopper knot
should be used to construct the
anchor.

Tie a figure of eight in the
rigging rope a sufficient
distance from the end of the
rigging rope to ensure the tail
passes around the anchor with

at least 1.5m length remaining
and the angle formed by the
loop when loaded is not
greater than 60º.

Pass the rigging rope around
the anchor and tie a
rethreaded figure of eight and
stopper knot. Nominate this
anchor as Anchor 1.

Construct the multiple anchor
belay as described
previously, omitting Step 1.

Rigging a multiple anchor belay – additional skills (continued)

1
2
3

Note: it is preferred practice to take the rope round the tree several times
or use a wide tape sling.
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